
Future forecasting for the Mount Cook area is a very important consideration to have in mind when 

planning a sustainable structure. 

I have considered crime and environmental hazards that currently affect and will continue to affect 

the Mt Cook and greater Wellington region. 

Crime 

Currently crime in the Wellington Region as informed by statistics taken from Statistics New Zealand 

seems to have steadily declined up until 2013 where a slight increase can be seen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the 2013 consensus it was seen that the crime rate in the wellington region had decreased by a 

whopping 13.6 percent. This decrease in crime rates from 1994 was described as due to the 

increased police presence within the regions roads and suburbs.  
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Again taken from NZ Statistics data (Annual recorded offences for the latest Calendar years) we see 

that the most prevalent crime within the Wellington region in 2014 is Theft. 

In terms of a more site specific analysis there is a higher concentration of crimes within the 

Wellington CBD. Mt Cook is relatively close to the CBD so this could affect crime rates within this 

area. 

With the forecasting of future crime rates in the central Wellington region we have to consider the 

future residents of this area. We know that the Wellington population is an ageing one but we also 

know that the population is fairly evenly divided between students and this ageing population. Some 

studies on this ageing population have shown that even though offenders are no longer limited to 

the young male demographic (an increase in offenders 30 or older and female offenders has been 

noted) because of this increase of an ageing population the crime rates could be set to lower in 

future. 

Other considerations for future forecasting  

An economic downturn, ageing population, climate change, increasing resource scarcity, pace of 

technological change, competition to attract skilled and talented people to live and work in the city. 

Taken from the regional action plan: As a city we need to be physically resilient so that we have 

infrastructure that protects our urban and natural environment from natural events such as 

earthquakes and the impact of climate change, whilst also addressing issues such as population 

growth, changing population dynamics and the control and distribution of resources. 
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Hazards facing Wellington region 

Currently some of the main hazards facing the Wellington 
region are climate and earthquake related. These are also 
very much future concerns facing the region. 
 
The Wellington region has been subject to a number of 
large earthquakes in the past 175 years.  
Small and medium sized earthquakes occur rather 
regularly because of the proximity to the major fault line. 
However a large earthquake event (magnitude 7+ or 
higher) is said to occur every 500 years or so. In a modern 
context an earthquake of this magnitude would be 
catastrophic to the infrastructure and lives in the 
Wellington region. 
 
Wellington is also at risk of flooding due to the soil type of 
the region (does not drain well) as well as the presence of 
several natural water systems which could overflow in 
heavy rainfall. 
 
Tsunamis are also a risk, generated by either a landslide or earthquake.  
 
Storms are also a major risk and due to climate change have become an increased presence in the 
Wellington region. The most recent storm event was in June 2013 where a large southerly with 
winds over 200km/hr damaged Wellington infrastructure including train and power lines. Coastal 
suburbs are most at risk, so Mt Cook is relatively harboured from this hazard. 
 
Landslides are also a concern, made more common place because of the flooding and excess rainfall 
in the Wellington region (from events such as storms etc.).  
 
Droughts are another concern in the warmer months. In 15 March 2013 an official drought was 
declared across the North Island an event that will only become more common place as climate 
change progresses and temperatures increase globally.  
 
Wellington city is the seat of government has both main state highways and the main trunk rail line 
in the city. The inter islander ferries are based in the port and Wellington also houses the cable 
connection between the North and South Island power grid so these natural hazards have a very real 
and powerful impact on our regional and National infrastructure.  
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

HAZARD MAP – WELLINGTON REGION  

 

 

Useful links  

http://wellington.govt.nz/~/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-

z/wellington2040/files/wgtn2040-brochure.pdf   (action plan for Wellington Region) 

http://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Emergencies--

Hazards/combined_earthquake_hazard_map_wellington.pdf  (Hazard map for Wellington region) 

http://wellington.govt.nz/~/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-z/wellington2040/files/wgtn2040-brochure.pdf
http://wellington.govt.nz/~/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-z/wellington2040/files/wgtn2040-brochure.pdf
http://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Emergencies--Hazards/combined_earthquake_hazard_map_wellington.pdf
http://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Emergencies--Hazards/combined_earthquake_hazard_map_wellington.pdf


Site Specific :  

 


